**POOL COPING KIT**

**KIT INCLUDES**

**VDP-700 VARIABLE SPEED ROTARY POLISHER**
Professional Grade Industrial Polisher
Part # VDP-700

**WET SANDING/POLISHING KIT**
Designed to convert a Variable Grinder, Sander or Polisher into a Wet Sanding/Polishing Tool
Part # WSPKIT

**PROFILER V**
Creates A Perfect Bullnose/Roundover Edge Treatment
Part # PFV501

**FLEXIBLE BACKER PAD 5”**
High-Quality Backer Pad Is Extremely Flexible
Part # GP55/8PD

**SANDPAPER #80 GRIT**
Multi-Purpose Sanding of Marble & Softer Types of Natural Stone
Part # MP50080

**MULTI-PURPOSE WATERPROOF APRON SLEEVELESS**
Part # APRON2000

---

**KIT Part # 5480-6100**